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(2) Build Up, Saturation, Decay
(3) Wake Fields and Instabilities
(4) Possible Cures
(5) Ongoing Studies & Open Questions
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• 1965 INP PSR transverse instability & beam loss
• 1971 ISR e-p, 1977 beam-induced multipacting
• 1988 LANL PSR vertical instability & beam loss
• 1989 KEK PF multibunch instability
• since 1996 BEPC IHEP-KEK collaboration
• 1997 LHC crash program launched at CERN
• 1997 CESR ‘anomalous anti-damping’ explained
• 1997/98 APS e− cloud studies start
• since 1998 SPS e− cloud with LHC beam
• 2000 PS e− cloud with LHC beam
• since 1999 e− cloud at KEKB and PEP-II
• since October 2001 evidence for e− cloud at RHIC
• since December 2002 e− cloud at Tevatron
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First Electron Cloud Instability: Novosibirsk
1965
First (?) electron-cloud observation: coherent
betatron oscillations and beam loss with bunched
proton beam at INP 1965. Nb,thr ≈ 1 − 1.5 × 1010.
(G. Budker, G. Dimov, V. Dudnikov, 1965)
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Why do we worry about it now? LHC Beam in SPS
Intensity of 72-bunch LHC beam in SPS vs. time. Batch intensity (top) and
bunch intensity for the ﬁrst 4 bunches and last 4 bunches (where losses are
visible after about 5 ms) of the batch (bottom). (Courtesy G. Arduini, 2001)
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Where do the electrons come from?
e− production mechanisms:
• residual gas ionization;
typical rate d2λe/(ds dt) ≈ 5 × 1011 e− m−1s−1
• synchrotron radiation and photo-emission;
typical rate d2λe/(ds dt) ≈ 5 × 1018 e− m−1s−1
• secondary emission: (1) true secondaries & (2)
elastically reﬂected or rediffused; → exponential
growth





















































































































































































































Schematic of electron-cloud build up in the LHC beam pipe.
[Courtesy Francesco Ruggiero]
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accelerator PEP-II KEKB PS SPS LHC PSR SNS
species e+ e+ p p p p p
population Nb [1010] 10 3.3 10 10 10 5000 10000
spacing Lsep [m] 2.5 2.4 7.5 7.5 7.5 (108) (248)
bunch length σz [m] 0.013 0.004 0.3 0.3 0.077 25 30
h. beam size σx [mm] 1.4 0.42 2.4 3 0.3 25 0.6
v. beam size σy [mm] 0.2 0.06 1.3 2.3 0.3 7.5 0.6
ch. 1
2 size hx [mm] 25 47 70 70 22 50 100
ch. 1
2 size hy [mm] 25 47 35 22.5 18 50 100
circumf. C [km] 2.2 3.0 0.63 6.9 27 0.09 0.22
beta function β 18 15 15 40 80 5 6
parameter nmin 1 10 0.58 0.24 0.15 0.0002 0.0001
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‘Trailing Edge’ Multipacting
 long bunch




Schematic of electron motion during passage of long proton
bunch; electrons traversing the chamber near the bunch end
gain energy (after J. Wei & R. Macek).
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indicators of e− build up in real life
(1) nonlinear pressure rise → ρe
(2) pick ups or dedicated e− monitors → ρe
(3) tune shift along the train → ρe
(4) beam-size blow up along the train
(5) luminosity drop
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simulation programs for e− cloud build up
• PEI, KEK, 1995 (K. Ohmi)
• POSINST, LBNL, 1997 (M. Furman,
G. Lambertson, M. Pivi)
• ECLOUD, CERN, 1997 (O. Bruning,
G. Rumolo, F. Zimmermann)
• CONTRYCLOUD, KEK, 2000 (L. Wang)
• BNL code, BNL, 2001 (M. Blaskiewicz)
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Simulation recipe for e− build up (code ECLOUD)
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• represent e− by mac
particles (2000/bunch), s
bunches and interbunch gap
• for each bunch slice, cre
photo-el. and accelerate
isting e− in beam and bea
image ﬁelds
• if e− hit the wall → second
e−; change macro charge
• at each gap slice the e−
propagated in the magn
ﬁeld; kicks from e− spa
charge and e− image charge
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Secondary Emission I: Spectrum of Secondaries







































Normalized secondary electron energy distributions for
different impact energies (and fully conditioned copper),
revealing three components: true secondaries (E   Ep),
elastically scattered (E ≈ Ep) and rediffused (in between).
[N. Hilleret, 2001]
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Secondary Emission II: Yield
Secondary emission yield for perpendicular incidence vs.
primary electron energy with and w/o elastically scattered
electrons. Parametrization based on measurements [Noel
Hilleret, 2001]. Two parameters for true sec.’s: δmax and  max.
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Observed Electron Build Up: CERN SPS 2001
Signals on damper pick-ups at baseband (green) and
at 120 MHz (3× bunch frequency, blue) during the
passage of an LHC batch in the SPS (1µs/div).
(Courtesy W. Hoﬂe, 2001).
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Simulated Electron Build Up: CERN SPS 2001
SPS dipole chamber, with and without elastic e−
reﬂection. Saturation at λe,sat ∼ Nb/Lsep ≈ 1.3 × 1010 m−1 →
‘neutralization’ density ρsat ≈ Nb/(πhxhyLsep) ≈ 3 × 1012 m−3.
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Vertical betatron tune shift along a KEKB bunch train for four different
bunch spacings. The tune shift is normalized to the charge density of the
beam (Ib/sb). (Courtesy H. Fukuma, 2001). Simulation w/o ﬁeld
consistent with ∆Qx,y = hy,xβx,yCrpρe/(γ(hx + hy))!
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Observed Electron Decay: KEK B Factory 2000
(Tune Shift of Witness Bunch)
Tune shift of a witness bunch at KEKB as a function of distance behind
bunch train. Decay time constant 30 ns. (Courtesy T. Ieiri, 2001).
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Observed Memory Between Bunch Trains: KEK











































gap of 32 buckets
KEKB beam size over two trains measured by fast gated camera.
Train-to-train gap (not shown) is 32 rf buckets = 64 ns. (Courtesy
H. Fukuma, 2001). Already second bunch in 2nd train blows up!
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Simulated Memory Between Bunch Trains:
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4 bucket spacing, no field, 14-bunch  trains, 32-bucket gap
at moment of bunch passage
Simulated electron density near beam for a ﬁeld-free region,
during the passage of two trains with a train-to-train gap of 32
buckets. Density re-established after 1st bunch in 2nd train.
Simulation w/o ﬁeld!
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Observed Memory Between Bunch Trains: SPS
2002 (Electron Flux)
  e
- cloud signal 
LHC beam signal 
    
  e
- cloud signal 
LHC beam signal   
SPS pick-up signals for 225-ns and 550-ns spacing
between two 72-bunch trains. Memory!
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Primary Concern for LHC: Heat Load inside
Superconducting Magnets
x
Simulated average LHC arc heat load and cooling capacity as
a function of bunch population Nb, for various δmax. Other
parameters are  max = 262 eV, R =5 % , Y =5 % , and elastic
electron reﬂection is included.
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Heat Load Through Pumping Slots?
Schematic of LHC beam screen operating at T ≈5–20 K. (Ian
Collins, 2001).
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Novel Electron-Cloud Diagnostics in the SPS
• COLDEX; cold vacuum system as in LHC
• SEY: for in-situ yield measurement
• WAMPAC1 & WAMPAC2: calorimeters in round & ﬂat
chamber with & w/o magnetic ﬁeld
• Strip Detector: spatial structure of e− cloud, & energy
spectrum
• Strip Pick Up: spatial structure
• Retarding Field Analyzer: energy spectrum
• NEG test stand: effectiveness of NEG coating
• Pick Up Calorimeter: heat load & spectrum
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Detector Measuring In-Situ Secondary Emission
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Strip Detector (36 Channels)
(M. Jimenez et al.)
Beam
Spatial resolution: 1.25 mm
100s of holes, diameter: 2 mm; note that Larmor radius ρ =1
mm for E =1 0eV and B = 100 G
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Pick Up Calorimeter → heat load
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WAMPAC2: warm calorimeter in ﬂat chamber with
or w/o dipole ﬁeld → heat load (V. Baglin et al.0
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COLDEX: cold vacuum chamber model for LHC
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Time (1s / div)
Electron signal measured by strip detector in a dipole ﬁeld as 4
trains are injected;









































2003 simulation flat chamber
comparison of measurement and simulation
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Wake Fields and Instability
• Multi-Bunch Instability
• Coherent and Incoherent Tune Shift, etc.
• Single-Bunch Instability
strong head-tail (TMCI), regular head-tail,
incoherent blow up
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Simulated electron distribution after bunch passage in PEP-II (left), and
electron density enhancement along the bunch (right). [M. Furman &
A. Zholents, PAC’99)]. (Courtesy M. Furman, 2001).
He ≈ (1 + 4σzωe,x/(πc)) × (1 + 4σzωe,y/(πc))
He ≈ 12 − 14 for KEKB, PEP-II, SPS; He ≈ 190 for LHC;
He ≈ 105 − 107 for PSR, SNS.

















































































Snapshots of the horizontal and vertical electron phase space (top) and their
projections onto the position axes (bottom). [G. Rumolo, Chamonix XI)].
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Single-Bunch Instability
• e− are accumulated near the beam center during
bunch passage
• if there is a displacement between head and tail,
the tail experiences a ‘wake’ force
•→effective short-range wake ﬁeld → TMCI-like
instability
• such instability is observed in the SPS, at KEKB
LER, and PEP-II
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Observations of Beam Instability in the SPS
(G.Arduini, K. Cornelis, et al.)
• x: coupled-bunch instability; y: single-bunch instability ;
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• cured by damper (x) and high chromaticity (x&y);
possibly by linear coupling
• much improved after scrubbing, but residual ∼ 20 − 30%
vertical blow up occurs in the ﬁrst few ms after injection
• interaction e− cloud & impedance
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Single-Bunch Instability - Approaches








• 2-particle model with length
1/τBBU ∝ N2
b σz/Lsep/σy (for σzωe >c π / 2); Nb,thr ∝ QsLsep
rise time or threshold for BBU, HT and TMCI instabilities
(K. Ohmi & F.Z., PRL 85, 3821).
• wake ﬁeld simulation & either TMCI calculation or
threshold for fast blow up (K. Ohmi, et al., HEACC’01).
Nb,thr ∝ Qsω2
eσ2
z/(cRS/Q) → Nb,thr ∝ γ2Q2
sL2
sepσz/σy
• various simulation codes
microbunches, soft Gaussian, PIC codes (G. Rumolo, K. Ohmi)
• 3 and 4-particle models
incl. space charge & beam-beam (G. Rumolo & F.Z., 2-STREAM’01)
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to the next interaction
point)
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s = s el
sl
One of the N    interaction
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• represent bunch and e− by ∼ 105 macropar-
ticles each (density from other program)
• concentrate e− cloud at one (or more) loca-
tion around the ring
• compute electric ﬁelds of either species on a
2-D grid → forces ±10σx,y)
• interaction proceeds in steps, via the passage
of ∼ 50 bunch slices
• between turns the beam macroparticles can
change slices due to synchr. motion
• optionally include ξx,y, broadband impe-
dance, space charge, beam beam, detuning
w. amplitude, longit. wake, etc.






















Simulated vertical wake ﬁeld in V/m/C, excited by displacing var-
ious slices inside the Gaussian bunch, vs. position in m, for an
SPS ﬁeld-free region. The bunch center is at −0.6 m, the bunch
head (2σz) on the right. (G. Rumolo, 2001). On-axis wake differs
from slice average!

















TMCI calculation: betatron side band frequencies
(ω − ωβ)/ωs vs. cRs/Q ∝ ρe for KEKB LER. [K. Ohmi et al.,
HEACC’01]. (Courtesy K. Ohmi, 2001).
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estimated TMCI thresholds
in two-particle model: ρthr =
2γQs
T0recβy
accelerator PEP-II KEKB PS SPS LHC PSR SNS
e− osc./bunch 0.8 1.0 1 0.75 3 34 970
nosc ≡ ωeσz/(πc)
TMCI threshold 1 0.5 5 0.25 3 (0.6) (0.5)
ρe [1012 m−3]
density ratio 19 4 0.35 11 4 (92) (27)
ρe,sat/ρe,thresh
Natural e− densities in saturation almost always
exceed the TMCI threshold!


































Simulated bunch shape after 0, 250 and 500 turns (centroid
and rms beam size shown) in the SPS with an e− cloud density
of ρe =1 0 12 m−3, without (left) and with (right) proton space
charge (Courtesy G. Rumolo).






















Simulated vertical emittance vs. time in the SPS, for three differ-
ent chromaticities. Broadband impedance and transverse proton
space charge are included in addition to e− cloud (G. Rumolo,
2001).









































Bunch spacing : 4 rf buckets




Current of test bunch
KEKB witness bunch experiment: bunch size depends on its charge;
current of preceding bunches was kept constant. Blow-up has single-bunch
characteristics! (Courtesy H. Fukuma, 2001).
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Cures
• reduce number of electrons
antechamber (PEP-II), surface coating (PEP-II, PSR,
LHC), sawtooth chamber (LHC), bunch length (PS, SPS),
surface scrubbing (LHC), N2 discharge (SPS),...
• suppress/modify electron propagation
weak solenoids (KEKB, PEP-II), clearing electrodes
(ISR), special ﬁlling schemes (PEP-II), satellite bunches
• raise instability thresholds
octupoles (KEK PF, BEPC), large chromaticity (BEPC,
KEKB, SPS), TMCI feedback? (VEPP-4M), lattice
detuning, bunch length
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LHC sawtooth chamber protoype; the sawtooth reduces the photon
reﬂectivity R to 1.3% [co-laminated Cu: R ≈ 80%]. (Ian Collins).
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B. HENRIST CERN 31/01/01
R.E. KIRBY PEP II HER COPPER SLAC
PUB-8212
Surface scrubbing: comparison of dose dependence of the secondary
emission yield as measured at CERN and SLAC (N. Hilleret et al., 2001).
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In-situ decrease of δmax and  max with LHC beam time in the
SPS (J.M. Jimenez, N. Hilleret, et al., 2002).


























































































Improvement by solenoids at KEKB: vertical beam
size vs. beam current (left); beam size along a train
(right). (Courtesy H. Fukuma, 2001).
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wiggler doubles the damping rate - preliminary (H. Fukuma)
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Ongoing Studies & Open Questions
Generalized Wake
electron cloud wake is not translation invariant
strictly speaking must consider generalized wake W1(z,z )
instead of W1(z − z ).













generalized TMCI calculation (E.P.);
input: wake W1 (from simulation?!)
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electron cloud signal on the ﬁxed-target cycle, whether or not
LHC beam is present on the MD cycle - do e− survive for s?
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Electrons and Microwaves
many people have suggested to apply microwaves: A. Chao,
F. Caspers, S. Heifets...
• measure integral e− density across LHC arcs
• observe cyclotron resonance?
• ‘shake’ and disturb electrons?
• SPS experiment (2–4 GHz H modes) planned
this year
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z (m)
Initial N(z)σ x(z) for β x,y=30
Initial N(z)σ x(z) for β x,y=100
N(z)σ x(z) after 4 turns for β x,y=30
N(z)σ x(z) after 4 turns for β x,y=100
Transverse blow up vs. longitudinal position, due to
‘monopole’ instability (?) after 4 turns, simulating a round
beam & SPS like parameters (G. Rumolo, August 2002).
See also: V. Lotov, G. Stupakov, EPAC2002.
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Simulated LHC emittance vs. time for a single bunch at
injection, interacting with an e− cloud in the getter-coated
LHC experimental regions; total length 4 km, with δmax =1 .4.
(A. Rossi, G. Rumolo, August 2002). Work in progress.
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Plasma Simulations: OSIRIS and QUICKPIC
left electrons, right beam; including boundary conditions;
A.Z. Ghalam, T. Katsouleas, USC; G. Rumolo, CERN/GSI; et
al.
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Short Summary
• electron cloud is ubiquitous in modern accelerators
• often dominant limitation since conventional impedances
are small
• extensive measurements & simulations at CERN
• predictability for build up and instabilities not yet fully
demonstrated
• cures for linear collider still to be found
• correct modelling of surface properties critical
• many promising and exciting routes to follow...
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Further informations, publications, and more details:
• Proceedings of Chamonix X (CERN-SL-2000-07 DI), and





• CERN electron-cloud web page
– http://wwwslap.cern.ch/collective/electron-
cloud/electron-cloud.html
• ECLOUD’02 Workshop CERN, April 15-18, 2002
– http://wwwslap.cern.ch/collective/ecloud02
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Thanks!
G. Rumolo, G. Arduini, V. Baglin, R. Cappi,
F. Caspers, R. Cimino, I. Collins, K. Cornelis,
F.-J. Decker, V. Dudnikov, H. Fukuma, M. Furman,
M. Giovannozzi, O. Gr¨ obner, S. Heifets, B. Henrist,
N. Hilleret, W. Hoﬂe, T. Ieiri, J.M. Jimenez,
S.-I. Kurokawa, R. Macek, E. Metral, K. Oide,
K. Ohmi, M. Pivi, T. Raubenheimer, B. Richter,
A. Rossi, F. Ruggiero, Y. Suetsugu, S.S. Win,...
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